Egocentric Distance Judgments in Full-Cue Video-See-Through VR Conditions are No Better than Distance Judgments to Targets in a Void
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Understanding the extent to which, and conditions under which, scene detail affects spatial perception accuracy can inform the responsible use of sketch-like rendering styles in applications such as immersive architectural design walkthroughs using 3D concept drawings. This paper reports the results of an experiment that provides important new insight into this question using a custom-built, portable video-see-through (VST) conversion of an optical-see-through head-mounted display (HMD). Participants made egocentric distance judgments by blind walking to the perceived location of a real physical target in a real-world outdoor environment under three different conditions of HMD-mediated scene detail reduction: full detail (raw camera view), partial detail (Sobel-filtered camera view), and no detail (complete background subtraction), and in a control condition of unmediated real world viewing through the same HMD.

Despite the significant differences in participants’ ratings of visual and experiential realism between the three different video-see-through rendering conditions, we found no significant difference in the distances walked between these conditions. Consistent with prior findings, participants underestimated distances to a significantly greater extent in each of the three VST conditions than in the real world condition. The lack of any clear penalty to task performance accuracy not only from the removal of scene detail, but also from the removal of all contextual cues to the target location, suggests that participants may be relying nearly exclusively on context-independent information such as angular declination when performing the blind-walking task. This observation highlights the limitations in using blind walking to the perceived location of a target on the ground to make inferences about people’s understanding of the 3D space of the virtual environment surrounding the target. For applications like immersive architectural design, where we seek to verify the equivalence of the 3D spatial understanding derived from virtual immersion and real world experience, additional measures of spatial understanding should be considered.
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1 \textbf{INTRODUCTION}

Accurate spatial perception is important in many application areas, including but not limited to: architecture, design, engineering, medicine, and manufacturing. However, egocentric distances have historically been found to be underestimated when people are immersed in a virtual environment using a head-mounted display [36]. Although this problem has been shown to be less severe with newer HMDs [3, 6, 18, 33], evidence of spatial compression continues to be regularly observed, and while multiple work-arounds have been proposed to counter egocentric distance underestimation in VR, e.g. [15, 23, 25, 37, 38, 46], each has its own potential drawbacks, and the root cause of the problem remains unclear. Our present experiment aims to shed additional light on this long-standing question by considering the impact of rendering detail on spatial perception accuracy from a new perspective: (1) by removing detail from a real world view rather than adding detail to a computer-rendered model, (2) by varying the level of the virtually-presented scene detail along a spectrum that extends all the way from ground-truth realism to a void with no content at all; and (3) by addressing this question in the context of a natural outdoor environment devoid of the prominent linear perspective cues that typically dominate the perception of interior spaces.

Our focus on scene detail / rendering realism is relevant for a variety of reasons. While one might assume that a maximally photorealistic rendering style would naturally be the most optimal choice for an immersive VR experience, it has been shown that when current capabilities in modeling and rendering fall short of enabling perfect realism, a deliberately non-photorealistic (NPR) rendering style may be more advantageous, e.g. [8, 27]. The judicious use of sketch-like rendering styles can also be useful to selectively focus attention [5], mitigate emotion contagion [52], or convey uncertainty about scene details [48]. In architecture, research has shown that using a sketch-like rendering style to present a proposed building model engages clients more deeply and invites them to suggest changes and modifications more freely than when a more traditional CAD-style rendering is used [39]. Our present investigations are particularly motivated by a desire to better understand the extent to which users are able to accurately assess the fundamental 3D spatial qualities of a designed environment when immersed in a virtual model created at an early stage in the design process, before details such as surface treatments have been determined.

\textbf{Figure 1:} Left to Right: (1) Custom 3D-printed visor with adjustable cameras and neutral-density lens filters, mounted on an optical-see-through head-mounted display. (2) Equipment in use, with portable backpack computer. (3) Gradual reduction of scene detail: raw camera view, Sobel filtered camera view (non-photorealistic style), and full background subtraction (target only).

\textbf{Figure 2:} Participants performing the blind-walking task with visual and experiential realism reduced in each of the three VST conditions.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Perception

Egocentric distance underestimation in VR has been the subject of much prior research, where causes and possible solutions have been explored in depth, e.g., [13, 16, 19, 24, 31, 53]. For a comprehensive review, please see [36].

The first researchers to specifically investigate the impact of rendering quality/photorealism on spatial perception in VR were Gooch and Willemsen [10, 54]. In one study [54], they asked 12 participants to perform distance estimation via multiple replications of blind-walking to an orange Frisbee at three different distances – 2m, 3.5m and 5m – in each of three different rendering conditions: (1) a real hallway; (2) a panoramic stereo photograph of the same real hallway, taken from a vantage point approximately matched to the participant’s eye height and presented in an HMD; and (3) a 3D rendered model of the same hallway. They found that performance in the real-world condition was close to ideal, but that participants significantly underestimated distances in the image-based and computer-rendered conditions equivalently. In another study [10], they asked 12 participants to judge egocentric distances with the same direct-blind walking method in two different versions of the same hallway: (1) real-world viewing; and (2) a 3D model of the same hallway rendered using a line-drawing style, in which edges and creases were depicted using black lines over a white background. Similarly, they discovered that participants made accurate judgments in the real-world condition, but significantly underestimated distances in the line-drawing style view.

Thompson et al. [50] replicated these experiments in a different venue using visually-directed triangulated walking towards targets at distances of 5m, 10m and 15m in a between-subjects experimental design with 48 total participants, 12 in each of four viewing conditions: (1) a real world view of a lobby; (2) an approximately eye-height-matched stereo panoramic photo of the same lobby, viewed in an HMD; (3) an intentionally “low quality” noise-texture-mapped 3D model that structurally matched the real world lobby environment; and (4) a wire-frame version of the same 3D model, rendered using black lines over a white background. Their results also found that distances were estimated accurately in the real-world condition, but significantly underestimated to a qualitatively similar extent in each of the three HMD viewing conditions. Based on these results, they concluded that the distance estimation errors observed in the VR conditions were not due to a lack of realism in the graphics rendering: although participants were consistently underestimating distances in every VR condition, reducing the quality of the computer graphics did not reduce performance any further.

In later work, Interrante et al. [13] found that participants made equivalently accurate judgments of distances in HMD-based VR as in the real world (RW) when they entered an unfurnished real world environment and then put on an HMD that immersed them in an exact-matching, high quality photorealistic 3D replica of that same real world environment, created by texture-mapping photographs of the empty real room onto matching 3D geometry. Follow up studies by Interrante et al. [14] confirmed that participants’ accurate responses were not driven by their metric memory of the previously-viewed real world space. These findings showed that there is nothing fundamentally inherent to the use of an HMD that forces distances to be mis-perceived. However, Phillips et al. [35] found that participants significantly underestimated distances in the same virtual replica room when it was rendered in a line-drawing style by replacing the original photographic textures with textures consisting of black feature lines drawn over a white background, despite being explicitly told that that they would be immersed in an exact full-scale VR replica of their concurrently-occupied real environment, which they saw themselves in before donning the HMD. These findings suggest that degrading visual realism could potentially impede the accuracy of people’s egocentric distance judgments, when doing so destroyed a compelling illusion that the VR rendering was a real world view. A follow-up study by Phillips and Interrante [34] found that superimposing the same black lines over the original photographic texture was enough to break the illusion of reality and evoke underestimation errors, confirming that the conditions associated with enabling accurate spatial perception in VR are indeed fragile.

In related work, Kunz et al. [20] found a significant effect of response method in two experiments comparing distance perception accuracy between a highly photorealistic and less-realistically-rendered version of a 3D virtual environment replicating a real space not previously seen by the viewer. They found no impact of rendering quality when distance judgments were made using action-based direct blind walking, but they did find a significant effect of rendering quality when distance judgments were made via verbal report. Among the theories they advanced to explain these findings is the possibility that participants were selectively attending to different information depending on the task they needed to perform.

Recently, Vaziri et al. [51] suggested a new approach to studying the potential impact of rendering realism on distance perception accuracy in VR. To surmount the limitations of prior experien-
tial realism imposed by current technologies – that no matter how well a virtual environment is modeled and rendered, it’s still very difficult to trick people into thinking that what they are seeing in an HMD is actually a real view of their surrounding real environment – Vaziri et al. studied the impact of converting a live real world view to a sketch-like style, akin to the approach used by Legge et al. [22] to study how deficits in visual spatial acuity affect egocentric distance judgments in real world experiments. Using a similar approach as the AR-Rift [47], Vaziri et al. [51] built a custom-made video-see-through visor for an optical-see-through (OST) HMD, enabling them to compare distance estimation accuracy between: (1) a live view of the real world seen through the OST display; (2) a view of the raw stereo images provided by two cameras mounted at the user’s own stereo disparity on a removable visor attached to the front of the same HMD; and (3) an NPR line-drawing style view created by applying a Sobel filter to the real-time camera feeds. In a within-subjects experiment across three different real indoor hallways, counterbalanced between subjects across the three different viewing conditions, they found that participants underestimated egocentric distances significantly more in the two video-see-through (VST) conditions than when using a real world view, but they did not find significant differences in distance perception accuracy between the VST viewing conditions. However, all of their viewing conditions featured prominent linear perspective cues, provided by the architecture of the hallways used for testing, and the strength of those cues could have obviated the effect of textural details within the mediated views. Our present experiment extends the work of Vaziri et al. in part by considering the impact of scene detail loss on distance perception accuracy in a natural outdoor environment devoid of prominent linear perspective cues.

We are not aware of previous efforts to study egocentric distance perception in real outdoor environments using VST technology; there is however a large literature on real world distance perception outdoors [26], and in outdoor environments simulated using HMDs worn indoors (e.g. [2, 6]). Previous work has also compared distance perception accuracy between virtual and augmented reality viewing conditions [17, 28]. Researchers have historically found that egocentric distances are accurately perceived (on average) in flat, open, outdoor real world environments [40]. This accuracy can be disrupted, however, by the presence of intervening, non-occluding obstacles [11], and by the proximity of obstacles behind the target [55]. On a common horizontal groundplane, targets that are farther away will appear higher in the visual field. Ooi et al. [32] and Messing and Durgin [30] have shown, in the real world and VR respectively, that people can use the angular declination to a target on the ground, relative to the visual horizon, to estimate its distance.
2.2 Video-See-Through Hardware and Design

In 1992, Bajura et al. [1] proposed putting cameras in front of an HMD to enable a mixed-reality experience, and many other video-see-through systems have been developed since then [9, 43–45, 49]. One of the major issues in building a VST system is the parallax (apparent displacement) that can occur if the camera images are captured from any position other than that of the viewer’s actual eyes. Not only does parallax cause discomfort, it can also interfere with the proper perception of distances and sizes [12, 56]. The ultimate goal of any VST system is to be parallax-free in every direction. Because one cannot replace the viewers’ eyeballs with cameras, a complete parallax-free solution must use mirrors or prisms to redirect each camera’s line-of-sight so that their centers of projection match the locations of the eyeballs. Additionally, the cameras need to match the field-of-view (FOV) of the HMD and lens distortion should be corrected [7]. State et al. [43] developed a distortion-free (orthoscopic) and parallax-free VST HMD using off-the-shelf components and a custom 3D-printed mounting system to hold the cameras and mirrors. However, there are considerable technical difficulties associated with achieving a fully parallax-free VST system that can also support a wide field of view.

2.3 NPR Software

Many artistic image-based filters have been developed, as surveyed by Kyprianidis et al. [21], including cartoon shaders and painterly effects. Simple Sobel [41] and Canny [4] filters remain popular however, especially for mobile platforms where performance and resources are limited and efficiency is high demand. The Sobel operator defines the value at a pixel \((i,j)\) from the intensity differences between the horizontally and vertically surrounding pixels. This is a local operation done in the image frame and is prone to frame-to-frame and stereo incoherence; nevertheless we felt that it would be adequate for our purposes.

3 Hardware Design

3.1 VST HMD with Adjustable IPD Bracket

As in Vaziri et al. [51], we mounted two Logitech C615 web-cams, stripped from their enclosures, onto a 3D-printed video-see-through visor attachment where they could be moved left and right to match each participant’s inter-pupillary distance (IPD). The visor was attached to the front of an nVis ST50 optical-see-through head-mounted display equipped with a foam attachment that blocked the peripheral view of the real world. Although this system was carefully designed to be parallax-free in the horizontal and vertical directions, there is some parallax in depth due to the forward displacement of the cameras from the eyes. As detailed in [51], after a modest field-of-view correction this parallax has a negligible effect on targets placed at distances over 10 ft. away. Since all of the targets in our experiment are placed at distances beyond 10 ft., we were satisfied that the parallax in the depth direction wouldn’t cause a visual displacement in the apparent target location. Finally, we had to modify the power module of our HMD so that it could use the USB ports of our backpack computer rather than relying on an AC power source. The total weight of our VST HMD assembly (shown on the left in Fig. 1) was about 4.0 lbs. or 1.8kg including the cord.

3.2 Portable Backpack Computer

To run the experiment, we used an HP Omen VR backpack computer with a pair of spare batteries, allowing us to run participants back-to-back by using one set while the other re-charged. Mounted on the backpack harness with batteries installed, the HP Omen weighed 10.4 lbs. or 4.7kg. While still heavy, this equipment is significantly lighter than the custom computer used in [51]. The total weight of the equipment worn by the participants, including the backpack computer and VST HMD assembly, was 14.4 lbs. or 6.5kg.

3.3 Custom Neutral-Density Filters

Because our experiment was conducted outdoors in an open-field location with varying lighting conditions, controlling the light was an important concern. The hour of day, density of cloud cover, progression of the seasons, and many other variables affected the overall light intensity in this environment. The two tiny web-cams we used to capture the real-time views simply did not have a fast enough shutter to be able to function properly in bright day-light, and to the extent that they did, the resulting pictures lacked important details in the shadows. To overcome this limitation, we made some custom neutral-density filters to attach to the lenses of our cameras to reduce the amount of incoming light.

Our custom-made neutral-density filters (shown mounted on the camera lenses, on the left side of Fig. 1) were constructed using simple plumbing accessories and automotive window tinting films. To enable a variable reduction of the available light, we built two different sets of filters using tinting films with 20% and 5% tints, capable of blocking 80% and 95% of the incoming light respectively. We measured the light intensity of the outdoor environment using a lightmeter app before each trial to ensure that the most appropriate filter was attached to the cameras before moving the participants to their next starting location.

3.4 Altered Orange Cones

For our target-only viewing condition, we needed to be able to robustly remove the entire background, leaving only the target visible. As explained above, our experiment was conducted outdoors under varying light conditions. We discovered that normal plastic orange cones are highly reflective with unpredictable specular reflection patterns, as can be seen in Fig. 2. From some viewing angles, parts of the cone could appear nearly pure white to our cameras instead of the standard orange color, and the non-uniform exposure caused problems for our segmentation algorithm, making the object appear patchy with missing parts in some views. To make matters worse, the uneven reflectance disrupted the stereo-coherence between the left and right images, as shown in the third image of Fig. 2.

To ensure a robust and uniform reflection, we experimented with different fabric colors and ultimately made a custom orange cone by covering an existing 24cm (9 7/16 in) plastic cone with a neon-orange felt fabric making the final cone 26cm (10 15/64 in) tall, as shown on right side of Fig. 2. This fabric color was extremely unique and nowhere to be found in our outdoor environments, making it the best choice for all of our views and not just the target-only view where the color-segmentation was needed (Fig. 1). We constructed multiple prototypes that differed slightly due to their hand-made nature, and from these we picked the one that gave the most uniform result and used it as the target for the entire experiment.

3.5 Software

We used C++, OpenMP parallelization, and OpenCV to simultaneously obtain and render the two web-cam streams for our views. For our NPR line-drawing style view, we used the OpenCV Sobel algorithm and achieved similar performance as [51] – greater than 30 fps on our HP Omen computer.

Figure 2: Left to Right: (1) Plastic orange cone. (2) Unpredictable specular reflections. (3) Stereo-incoherence of bare cone. (4) Final altered orange cones covered with Neon Orange felt fabric.
For the background subtraction in our cone-only view, we used color segmentation in the LAB color-space. First, we converted each camera RGB frame into LAB channels, threw away the L-channel, negated both the A and B channels, and added them together. Then, we applied a ~30% binary threshold to this channel, followed by a 3x3 kernel Gaussian blur to reduce salt-and-pepper noise, and 5x5 kernel erosion and dilation morphological operations [“in-order” using the OpenCV “morphologyEx” function (cv::MORPH_OPEN)] to reduce the noise even further, and finally applied another 30% threshold. To create a mask, we negated this channel, and finally applied “reversed-order” erosion and dilation morphs with same 5x5 kernel (cv::MORPH_CLOSE). We used the resulting mask to copy the pixels from the source frame that corresponded to the position of the orange-cone pixels, while the other pixels were set to white. The final result was just an orange cone on a completely white background as shown on the right-sides of both Fig. 1 and Fig. 3.

3.6 System Latency

Latency can be a contributing factor to cybersickness [42], and even small delays have been shown to negatively affect people’s sense of presence in VR [29]. Because we had to transfer our camera frames using standard USB 2.0 ports, we had to take extra steps to minimize the overall system latency. To reduce processing time, we down-sampled the captured frames to half of their original size before processing them and then up-sampled back to the original size. We ended up with an end-to-end latency of about 110-140 milliseconds, comparable to [51]. To determine end-to-end latency, we printed timestamps on a separate computer screen and used an external camera to take a side-by-side picture of the HMD lenses and the computer monitor. The difference in timestamps could then be read to compute the latency.

4 User Study

The overarching goal of our experiment was to gain further insight into the factors potentially influencing spatial perception accuracy in non-photorealistically rendered immersive virtual environments. Our ultimate objective was to better understand the extent to which, and conditions under which, conceptual sketch-style rendering might be able to support accurate spatial understanding in VR. While multiple prior studies have suggested that people may be able to perceive 3D space as well in sparsely-detailed virtual environments as in photorealistically rendered ones, the reasons for these findings remain unclear. In the limit, when nothing at all can be seen, there can be no understanding of the surrounding 3D environment. At what point, and under what conditions, does loss of detail become catastrophic to spatial understanding? All of the relevant studies that have been done so far, including [10,50,51,54], were conducted in rectilinear indoor spaces where linear perspective cues dominate. In the absence of such cues, what information do people need to see in order to be able to perceive distances accurately and to achieve an overall accurate spatial understanding of the 3D structure of their surrounding virtual environment?

Figure 3: Left: A photo of the L3 physical location. Right: Viewing mode \( M_{\text{Cone}} \) rendered at this location.

Figure 4: Top: Photographs of the \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) physical locations. Bottom: representative views at these locations rendered using \( M_{\text{NPR}} \).

To attempt to address these questions, we designed an experiment that compared participants’ distance perception accuracy in the context of a real-world outdoor environment devoid of strong linear perspective cues from receding parallel lines, under a full range of conditions of computer-mediated visual quality degradation, from an unprocessed camera view to a view in which all scene information except the target itself was removed. We also included a live real-world view condition to provide a baseline control for the effects of wearing a backpack computer and a restricted field of view HMD.

4.1 Method

Using a within-subjects design, we asked participants to make egocentric distance judgments using direct blind-walking under three different VST viewing conditions: (1) unprocessed real-time camera view (\( M_{\text{Cam}} \)); (2) line-drawing-style NPR view (\( M_{\text{NPR}} \)); and (3) just the orange cone rendered on a white background (\( M_{\text{Cone}} \)), followed by a real-world control condition. The three VST viewing conditions were experienced in a counter-balanced order between participants. Specifically, there were six possible combinations of presentation orders of the three viewing conditions, and equal numbers of participants experienced each combination. The real world condition (\( M_{\text{RW}} \)) was always done last to avoid any potential carry-over effects from exposure to the real scene or real target [57]. The real world view was experienced under the same physical conditions as the VR views: while wearing the backpack computer and looking through the same HMD with the VST visor removed. Each participant experienced each of the different viewing modes in a different location, denoted by \( L_1, L_2, \) and \( L_3 \), in a large outdoor recreational area. Locations \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) were counterbalanced between the raw camera and NPR viewing modes, while \( L_3 \) was always used in the target-only and real world conditions. Specifically, half of the participants in each of the six different viewing order combinations experienced the \( M_{\text{Cone}} \) viewing mode in location \( L_1 \) and the other half experienced the \( M_{\text{NPR}} \) viewing mode in that location. Although the \( M_{\text{Cone}} \) and \( M_{\text{RW}} \) trials were conducted in the same location (\( L_3 \)), the location was irrelevant in the \( M_{\text{Cone}} \) condition because no background could be seen. Fig. 4 shows photographs of the \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) locations, along with screen captured images of representative participant views in these locations rendered using \( M_{\text{NPR}} \). Fig. 3 shows a photograph of the \( L_3 \) location and a representative participant view at this location rendered using \( M_{\text{Cone}} \). All three locations were qualitatively similar, but varied slightly in some features.

The three VST viewing modes and three physical locations were presented in the following counter-balanced way: the first twelve
participants experienced the combinations \((L_1/M_{Cam}), (L_2/M_{NPR}), (L_3/M_{Cone})\) in shuffled order, and the next twelve participants experienced \((L_1/M_{NPR}), (L_2/M_{Cam}), (L_3/M_{Cone})\) in shuffled order. With this design, we aimed to enable a within-subjects comparison of distance estimation accuracy between rendering styles while avoiding carry-over effects from prior exposure to the same environment under different viewing conditions. Pooling the data across subjects, we also had the ability to verify the absence of a separate significant effect of the different locations on distance judgment accuracy between the \(M_{Cam}\) and \(M_{NPR}\) conditions. Participants wore the HMD and the backpack computer in all of the experimental conditions, even when turned off in the \(M_{RW}\) condition. They also wore disposable ear plugs to mask audio input. The custom adjustable-IPD camera mount was attached in the \(M_{Cam}\), \(M_{NPR}\), and \(M_{Cone}\) conditions only. The experiment was conducted with the approval of our university's Institutional Review Board (IRB).

4.1.1 Participants

Through a combination of personal contacts and posted flyers, a total of 29 candidates from our local University community were originally scheduled to fill 24 slots for this experiment. Among these people, two never showed up, and two failed our preliminary stereo-vision test. Of the remaining 25, the study was finished with the first 24 participants, but after all the data was collected, statistical analysis revealed that one participant’s responses were more than two standard-deviations different from the mean, so we recruited one last participant as their replacement. The final data is represented by 7 females and 17 males between the ages of 18 and 31 (\(\mu \pm 2.11 \pm 2.8\)), who were demographically varied. Each participant was compensated with a $30 gift card to an online retailer.

4.1.2 Procedure

Candidates arrived one at a time at the University Hall and were given written instructions describing the experiment procedure and asked to sign a consent form. We first screened for low vision by asking the candidate to read three lines of letters starting from the top of a Snellen 10ft. Optometric Chart, from a distance of 10 ft., to ensure that all of our participants had a visual spatial acuity of 20/60 or better. If the candidate could wear their corrective lenses in the HMD, we allowed them to wear those lenses during this test. If anyone had failed to pass this vision test, they would have been disqualified from participating in our study, but nobody did.

Next, we measured each candidate’s inter-pupillary distance with a ruler and verified the values with a 3D iPhone app. Then, the candidate put on the backpack computer and inserted the ear plugs, and we adjusted the horizontal positions of the cameras on the VST mount to match both their IPD and the locations of their pupils by ensuring that the cameras were aligned with the centers of their eyes. After this, we screened for stereo vision ability by randomly showing the candidate three custom-made random-dot stereograms of increasing complexity on the HMD’s screens. Fig. 5 illustrates the images shown: an apple, an open winged bat, and a man playing basketball. A 25-pixel shift was used when creating each stereogram.

After this, we asked them to confirm the stereo vision test once again by identifying the object shown in one of the previously-described stereogram pictures (chosen randomly by the experimenter). Two of the participants who had originally passed the stereo-vision test developed difficulty seeing the stereograms after completing one or more blocks of trials, but we let them continue in the experiment. After the stereo vision test, we blocked the participant’s view by displaying a black screen on the HMD and then guided them to their designated location by having them hold on to one end of the prop while an experimenter held the other end and slowly walked.

In each environment, participants were asked to perform blind-walking distance judgments to targets indicated by our altered and customized orange cone covered with neon-orange colored felt fabric, placed (one at a time) at six different distances in front of them: 4m, 4.5m, 5m, 6m, 6.5m, and 7m. The distances of 4.5m and 6.5m were shown first, in that order, and were treated as training trials with their results being recorded in the same fashion as the other trials but ignored in the data analysis. The remaining four trials were presented in random order, predetermined using a computer program. Participants did not receive any feedback about their performance at any time during or after the experiment. The starting point for each trial was arbitrarily varied within each location area, and the target was placed manually by measuring out the appropriate distance in front of the participant while they were blindfolded, from wherever they stood, using a soft measuring tape to ensure that the participant couldn’t hear the sound of the tape through their ear plugs. The starting location was then marked with a golf-tee on the grass lawn.

Once the two experimenters were out of the participant’s field of view, the participant was instructed to lift up their blindfold flapper in the \(M_{RW}\) viewing mode (Fig. 6) or to open their eyes in the \(M_{Cam}\), \(M_{NPR}\), and \(M_{Cone}\) viewing modes while the appropriate graphics were made visible on the HMD by the principal experimenter. Participants then had to take visual aim at the target, say ‘ready,’ then close their eyes and either replace the blindfold flapper in the \(M_{RW}\) view themselves or have the principal experimenter set the graphics to a black screen in other viewing modes, before walking with their eyes still closed to where they thought the target was located. While their view was blocked, the orange cone was removed from their path by the assisting experimenter. At the end of each trial, an aluminum bracket was placed adjacent to the participant’s toes at their stopping point...
We analyzed the impact of viewing mode and distance shown. Distance was measured using a tape measure. While still blindfolded, the participant was then led by the principal experimenter to a slightly different spot within the same location to start their next trial, using simple verbal instructions.

After each block of trials, and with the help of the prop, the participants were escorted—blindfolded and with their eyes closed—back to the park bench where we repeated the seating procedure described above to ensure that they couldn’t see the field after taking off the HMD. During a short break, they were offered some refreshments and asked to fill out another SSQ and a short survey, in which they rated—on a 7-point scale—the visual and functional realism of the environment they had just experienced, as well as their level of “presence” in that environment. Immediately after the block of cone-only trials (Cam), we also asked the participant to show us—by using their two hands—how tall they thought the cone was, and we recorded their response by measuring the distance between their hands with a tape measure. This was done so that we could later check for any potential effect of cone size mis-judgments on distance errors in that condition where the cone appeared alone.

At the end of the entire experiment, which was always after the last of the real-world viewing trials (RW), we asked the participants to fill out an exit survey with two open-ended questions asking about their overall experience and any final thoughts. The entire experiment took about 120 minutes on average for each participant.

### 4.2 Results

We analyzed the impact of viewing mode and distance shown on distance-walked using a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA. Mauchly’s test showed that the assumption of sphericity was met for the within-subjects factor view ($W = 0.697$, $p = 0.166$), but violated for the within-subjects factor distance-walked ($W = 0.189$, $p < 0.001$). After Greenhouse-Geisser correction, we found both a significant main effect of distance-walked ($F(1, 49, 34.33) = 130.601$, $p < 0.001$), and a significant main effect of view: ($F(2.52, 58.01) = 3.156$, $p < 0.001$). After Greenhouse-Geisser correction, we found both a significant main effect of distance-walked ($F(1, 22) = 5.34$, $p = 0.039$) on distance walked. Post-hoc tests showed that they walked in that condition. We found a very weak ($r^2 = 0.2$) but statistically significant ($F(1, 22) = 5.34$, $p = 0.03$) positive correlation, shown in Fig. 10. Nevertheless, as can also be seen in Fig. 10, more people under-walked than over-walked, and more people over-estimated the cone size than under-estimated it. There is no evidence to suggest that the handful of participants who severely over-walked in the cone-only condition did so because they mis-perceived the cone size.

As described in Sect. 3.3, because of the outdoor lighting and varying weather conditions, we had to use neutral density (ND) filters to reduce and adjust the light input, so that our slow-shutter cameras could function properly. Out of the 72 total blocks of trials done in the Cam, NPR, and Cone viewing modes, we used the 5% (95% block) ND filters 49 times, and the 20% (80% block) ND filters 23 times. Further drilling into the data reveals that the 5% filters were used 18 times in the Cam condition, 17 times in NPR and 14 times in Cone. The 20% filters were used 6 times in Cam, 7 times in NPR, and 10 times in Cone. On average, the 5% ND filter was used 2.13 times more than the 20% ND filter. Unfortunately, there were not enough data points to enable a robust analysis of any potential impact of ND filter use on the distances walked.

Hypothesizing that participants’ assumptions about the size of the target cone might have affected their judgments of distance in the cone-only viewing condition (Cam), we tested for a correlation between the average signed relative error in each participant’s cone size estimate and the average signed relative error in the distances they walked in that condition. We found a very weak ($r^2 = 0.2$) but statistically significant ($F(1, 22) = 5.34$, $p = 0.03$) positive correlation, shown in Fig. 10. Nevertheless, as can also be seen in Fig. 10, more people under-walked than over-walked, and more people over-estimated the cone size than under-estimated it. There is no evidence to suggest that the handful of participants who severely over-walked in the cone-only condition did so because they mis-perceived the cone size.

As described in Sect. 3.3, because of the outdoor lighting and varying weather conditions, we had to use neutral density (ND) filters to reduce and adjust the light input, so that our slow-shutter cameras could function properly. Out of the 72 total blocks of trials done in the Cam, NPR, and Cone viewing modes, we used the 5% (95% block) ND filters 49 times, and the 20% (80% block) ND filters 23 times. Further drilling into the data reveals that the 5% filters were used 18 times in the Cam condition, 17 times in NPR and 14 times in Cone. The 20% filters were used 6 times in Cam, 7 times in NPR, and 10 times in Cone. On average, the 5% ND filter was used 2.13 times more than the 20% ND filter. Unfortunately, there were not enough data points to enable a robust analysis of any potential impact of ND filter use on the distances walked.
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**Figure 6:** Left: HMD with flapper to block the participant’s view in the real-world viewing condition (RW). Right: RW trial at L3 location.
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**Figure 7:** A chart showing the average of the distances walked by each participant in each viewing condition, for each distance shown. The error bars show one standard error on each side.
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General linear hypothesis testing of the survey results using a linear mixed-effects model revealed statistically significant differences between all of the viewing conditions within the categories of visual realism, functional realism, and sense of presence at \( p < 0.001 \) (Fig. 11). After performing Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, we found that participants reported significantly higher levels of visual realism in the real-world than when experiencing the NPR and target-only viewing conditions, and in the camera viewing condition over the NPR and cone views, but not between the real world and camera views or the NPR and cone-only views. Participants reported significantly higher levels of functional realism in the real-world condition than in any of the three VST viewing conditions, and in the camera view over the NPR and cone-only views, but not between the NPR and cone-only view. Reported levels of presence were significantly higher in the real world condition than in the NPR and cone-only conditions, and in the camera condition over the cone-only view, but not in any of the other pairwise comparisons. These results are shown in Fig. 11.

5 DISCUSSION

The results of this experiment are encouraging with respect to the apparent lack of penalty, also found in previous research [50, 51], for sketch-like viewing scenarios, in that a severe degradation of scene detail did not cause a significant decrease in the accuracy of participants’ distance judgments, despite the fact that our experiment was conducted outdoors in an open grassy field lacking the strong linear perspective cues characteristic of indoor environments.

However, the finding that task performance in the cone-only condition was qualitatively as good as in the other conditions is somewhat concerning, considering that nothing was visible at all in that view except the target itself. It makes sense that in the absence of contextual cues, people would base their judgments first, foremost,
and perhaps solely, on the position of the target relative to their own eye height, in conjunction with the implicit assumption that the target and their own feet are resting on a common horizontal ground plane. It is intriguing to consider that the same thing might also be happening in the other conditions as well. This finding is in line with previous research by Ooi et al. [32]. This discovery raises the possibility that studies using blind walking to targets on the ground to explore the impact of auxiliary environmental factors on spatial perception in VR, such as the quality of the computer graphics or the presence or absence or absolute size of a nearby avatar, may be destined to fail if participants are only focusing on the target when making their judgments and largely ignoring the surround. The fact that 7% of our population (2 out of 29) failed the initial stereo vision test highlights the importance of using rigorous stereo-testing protocols to objectively and independently validate participants’ stereo abilities, as opposed to relying on self-reports of “normal vision”. Our finding that 8% of the remaining participants (2 of 25) developed difficulties in resolving stereo images when re-tested between trial blocks, even though they had previously passed the preliminary testing procedures, suggests a need to additionally consider the possibility (and possible consequences) of progressive eye fatigue over the course of a long experiment.

Finally, we recognize that multiple compromising factors may potentially have affected our findings. Consistent across all of our tested conditions, the HMD we used is older and heavier than current non-OST consumer headsets, there was non-trivial latency from the camera feed, parallax due to the offset between the camera origins and the eyes, a rough open-field terrain, and a gradual change of seasons. Additionally, there were some variations in weather between some blocks of trials for some participants. While we tried our best to minimize the impact of varying light conditions by having two options for the neutral-density filters, the participant experience in full sun with hard shadows might have been different from the experience under overcast skies with no shadows; however way more data points would be needed to explore those possibilities.

6 Conclusions

This paper makes two important contributions:

First, we extend the results of Vaziri et al. [51] to outdoor environments. In doing so, we clarify that their main result – similarity in distance judgment accuracy between conditions of a highly realistic camera-provided view and a non-realistic NPR-style view – cannot be explained by users’ reliance on the prominent linear perspective cues common to each condition, provided by the essential structure of the built environment.

Second, we provide a possible explanation for the findings of Thompson et al. [50], and others, who failed to find a significant impact of the quality of the virtual environment rendering style on people’s action-based judgments of egocentric distances to targets on the ground on those environments. Specifically, our discovery that such distances are not only unaffected by a degradation in the “quality” of the portrayal of the environment surrounding the target, but are in fact unaffected by the complete absence of any portrayal of the surrounding environment at all, informs future work in this area by clarifying that – at least under the specific conditions tested - participants may be attending solely to the target itself, and not to the surrounding environment, when completing the blind walking task. This possibility of a singular focus on angular declination to the target location is consistent with prior findings that experimental manipulations that have the potential to interact with angular declination-based judgments, such as manipulating the height of the virtual cameras, increasing the available vertical field of view, or reducing the weight of the HMD, have been found to affect performance on blind walking-based distance estimation tasks in VR, while manipulations that do not interact with processes involved in inferring the angular declination to the target, such as improving the accuracy of surface shading models or enriching the virtual environment with familiar-sized objects, have had minimal effects on such judgments. A better theoretical basis for understanding when, why and how the visual stimulus around a target on the ground may or may not affect people’s judgments of its distance takes us one small step closer to better understanding the essential basis of the longstanding problem of spatial mis-perception errors in VR.
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